
Nadine Ghosn’s fun aesthetics segues through her 
design. The Lifecycle collection and the Building 
Blocks series infuse an element of whimsy into 
her fine jewellery. “There is something so pure 
and joyful about childhood,” muses Nadine. “It 
is a moment where our life begins to take shape 
and our identity starts to form.” Yet, the Building 
Blocks collection reflects a difficult time in her 
life. “2019 was a time when I felt that my life, as 
I knew it, was breaking apart. I felt my fragility 
in the face of challenges that felt impossible in 
the context of what I knew,” she reflects. Her 
craft became her refuge – and her medium, gold. 
Referencing colourful Lego bricks, she came up 
with a series of rings made in white quartz, jade, 
gold, sapphire, and agate. “It is my wish that the 
collection reminds us that any of life’s challenges 
can be overcome step-by-step, block-by-block,” 
she adds. 

Tatiana Van Lancker’s bijoux bots are 
adorable. Reggy, Pinky, Smeraldo, Roma, 
and Amore can move and shimmy. What 
sparked this fascination with robots? “I 
love all robots – they represent the past, 
present, and future. In all my designs, 
I like to juxtapose the classical and the 
contemporary in an unexpected manner,” 
she says.

Tatiana crafts fine jewellery that 
feels fun and doesn’t take itself too 
seriously. “I love jewellery that is a good 
conversation starter, and also wanted to 
bring an element of magic and surprise 
into the designs.” The Van Robots are 
created in 18k gold with articulated 
arms and legs giving them a spirited, 
childlike quality – quite in contrast 
to how robots are perceived, she adds. 
“Thanks to AI being so central to the 
development of so many industries, 
robots are ever present in our society.” 
The appeal of Van Robots lies in their 
quirky, retro, friendly design. Although 
they may seem quite futuristic, the 
design is a nod to Art Deco influences 
and Incan motifs. “The weighty, tactile 
robots are contemporary in design yet 
made according to classical Tuscan 
techniques in Arezzo.” 

For more information, visit vanrobot.com 

Her newest offering, Lifecycle, is inspired 
by a quote: ‘Life is like riding a bicycle, in 
order to keep your balance, you must keep 
moving.’ She cleverly links the story about 
balance and movement into the bicycle 
chain that adorns the wrist and neck. It 
also brings us back to riding a bicycle; a 
skill many of us learn as children. “We 
ride. We fall. We get up and we get better 
with time. We gain momentum, we keep 
moving,” she observes. “It is a marker of 
our development, our individuation.” 

For more information, visit nadineghosn.com 
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